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CIP 2

Transforming Communities.
Building for the Future.

TOGETHER WE CAN IN 2022!

Two years after the pandemic broke globally and here we
are, thankful and grateful as Carmelray continues to steer
through the crisis with our combined efforts to uphold our
commitment to the communities we serve. Together, we
are ready and optimistic to the best of what 2022 brings.
We kicked off 2022 with a simple
gathering to celebrate a
remarkable milestone of our
employees who have been with
the company for over 25 years.
Hosted by our Managing
Director, Maria Rosario Yulo-Ng,
and joined by the new generation
leaders Ramon Miguel Z. Yulo
and Brian Yulo Ng. In her brief
talk, she expressed her utmost
gratitude and appreciation for the
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many years of loyalty, dedication
and allegiance to
the 16
employees whom she termed as
the “lifeblood” of Carmelray as
they embody the values of
integrity, excellence and genuine
care. Their wisdom and
experience are invaluable to
equip and mentor the young
leaders of the next generation
who will embark on change and
transformation in the near future.
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PRESENTING OUR 2022
SERVICE AWARDEES

30 YEARS
In appreciation of your many years of loyalty and
dedicated service to Carmelray.
We thank you for your hard work.
Congratulations!
Maria Rosario Yulo-Ng
Managing Director
Grace C. Ramos

25 YEARS

Emily M.
Benavidez

Leonardo M.
Estabillo

Blesilda O.
Gangan

Maria Camilla
Reyes

Virgilio G. Lorenzo

F. Francisco S.
Zaldarriaga

Nestor A. Grijalvo

Ma. Anna Lisa S.
Dela Cruz

Edna O. Reyes

Ernesto I. Castillo

Macario M.
Dimayuga

Rosalinda R.
Santiago

Medel C.
Gutierrez
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Edgar A. Meram

Luis I. Oberio
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SAFE AND CONVENIENT
TRAVEL TO CARMELRAY
Upgrading Silangan Industrial Road and C.A. Yulo Avenue
In cooperation with the
Calamba City government thru
the Regional Of ce 4A of the
Department of Public Works
and Highways, the Canlubang
Sugar Estate and C. J. Yulo &
Sons, Inc. are working together
in the Construction and
Improvement of the Silangan
Industrial Road and the C. A.
Yulo Avenue.
Carmelray is an active
collaborator of this project
which will provide safe and
convenient access to
Carmelray Industrial Park
locators, Morning elds

residents, The Mills Country
Club members and guests, and
students from San Sebastian
College-Recoletos, Dualtech
Training Center, NYK-TDG
Maritime Academy among
others.
Upon completion of the project
by next year 2023, the Silangan
Industrial Road will transform
from two lanes to four lanes
while C. A. Yulo Avenue will
expand from the current two
lanes to six lanes with
provisions for streetlights,
safety signs, and appropriate
road markings.

On-going rehabilitation and construction
work along Silangan Industrial Road.

DUALTECH EXCELLENCE CENTER
CANLUBANG GROUNDBREAKING RITES
To mark its 40th anniversary, Dualtech Training
Center held is Groundbreaking Ceremony of its
Excellence Center Canlubang (ECC) on the feast
of Saint Joseph on March 19, 2022. The blessing
of the Shrine of Saint Joseph located adjacent to
the ECC was held.
Located at the corner of Excellence Avenue and
Technology Alley of the 2.92-hectare campus, the
ECC is envisioned to provide space where technoprofessionals can mentor young men and budding
professionals to acquire continuing professional
and values education, social responsibility, and
spiritual maturity.

The blessing and groundbreaking rites of the Dualtech
Excellence Center in Carmelray Canlubang held in March
2022. The campus was named the Ramon A. Yulo campus.
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The green intelligent design two storey structure
with roof deck has a total oor area of almost
2,000 square meters on a building footprint of 720
square meters.
The structure features ve
function rooms, a chapel, lecture hall, and indoor
amphitheater. It maximizes natural ventilation and
minimize heat generation and has provisions for
rainwater collection.
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OUR GUIDING STAR DURING THE PANDEMIC:
CARMELRAY’S VMV
Carmelray’s way of managing the recent crisis
has
emerged as an important trait to have
s u r v i v e d t h e p a n d e m i c . H o w e v e r, i t i s
fundamentally our set of corporate core values
that navigated the recent disruption. The
management instinctively ensured everyone’s
safety: established new normal protocols, a
disciplined approach to work from home, virtual

communication set-up, and prioritized the health
of the employees targeting 100% vaccination in
2021.
Our VMV clearly de ned the Carmelray culture
embodying trust, compassion, stability and hope.
Despite the challenges, several undertakings
were completed and we ended the year with
favorable results.

The La Kusina Restaurant and Treats Convenience Store
teams of CEI underwent the VMV review in February as well
as Customer Service training sessions in preparation for the
relaunch of a newly renovated La Kusina restaurant in April.

The Mills Country Club Team held their annual VMV and
Member Care training session in gearing up for this year’s reopening of the club from an almost 2 year lockdown caused by
the pandemic. The team is very excited to serve the Members.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF
THE CARMELRAY
CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE
At Carmelray, we focus on providing a remarkable
customer experience. We take personal
responsibility for developing a positive relationship
in providing a good experience through ef cient
and prompt service. Listening and understanding
the customer’s needs determines how best we
may ful ll our obligations with the intent of going
beyond customer expectations. Meeting our
commitments, keeping our promises and taking
ownership of mistakes are essential qualities
necessary in our daily routine to best serve our
industrial locators, residents, commercial tenants
and customers as a whole.

Happiness is being with friends and family in a
natural and safe environment. Enjoy the cool and
refreshing summer breeze to chill and dine al fresco
at The Junction Strip Restaurants.
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Customer Experience
by Brian
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QUALITY LIVING AT
CARMEL DORMS
Since the opening of Carmel Dorms in August
2021, it has become a new home to female
workers from various Carmelray Industrial Park
II locators such as SPI Technologies, YazakiTorres, Able-Speed Manufacturing, Advantek
and Dyson. The facility provides a safe and
decent living quarters with common areas for
dining and laundry. It is properly secured with
health safety protocols in place.
Here
are some comments from our lady
boarders currently residing at Carmel Dorms:
“As compared po sa dati naming boarding
house, mas accessible po sa work at maayos
ang accommodation sa mga rooms.”
Shiela Marie Ann Mater of SPI, who has been
staying at Carmel Dorms since the opening

“Ang rooms po dito ay mas organized.
Malaking tulong po na hindi na namin
kelangan gumising ng 4am para
maghanda pumasok.”
Jennifer Buisan, Shiela’s room mate
For Inquiries, please call our landlines at
(049)5459371 and (02)85844904.

A GREEN AND
SUSTAINABLE NURSERY
A special and ongoing project of Carmelray 2
Inc. is a nursery that is located on an adjacent
lot by the Wastewater Treatment Facility. The
nursery is home to 37 species of plants and
trees that are being propagated for the
beauti cation and landscaping needs of
Carmelray Industrial Park II and Carmel Ridge.
The treated water from the WWTF which
passes the standard for Class C ef uent
supplies the water requirements of the nursery.
This innovative and sustainable initiative is one
of the many undertakings for a greener CIP2.
Linkages
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RE-OPENING FEAST
AT LA KUSINA
IN APRIL 2022
The La Kusina Restaurant is currently
undergoing renovation to better serve the
customers. The kitchen has just been completed
and is now serving diners al fresco. They are
also open for take out and delivery within the
Carmelray and Nuvali communities. The
restaurant is scheduled to formally open by midApril as look forward to serving indoor diners
soon.

The La Kusina Team has the full support of Carmelray’s
Maria Rosario Yulo-Ng, Ramon Miguel Yulo and Brian Yulo
Ng inSpecial
providingPromo
the best
experience for its customers.
fordining
Carmelray

We had a Customer Experience and VMV
Session with the La Kusina and Treats
Team on the 7th of March at the Park 1
Admin o ce. We shared about our
memorable customer experiences and what
it means to provide excellent service to our
guests. The customer experience begins the
moment the guest enters through the doors
and continues in the interaction between
the front facing wait sta all the way to the
kitchen; until the customer nishes their
dining experience and leaves through the
doors. We talked about being
accommodating and adding value to the
customer’s experience by being adaptive to
their requests while being courteous and
making them feel at home within the
restaurant. We also discussed how to
handle di cult guests, that we should be
apologetic and try to manage their
expectations as best as possible.
Having taken some of the cooks to Manam
Restaurant to understand their customer
experience and food. It feels as if the CEI
team has a good sense of teamwork and are
excited to develop the La Kusina and
Treats Experience. We look forward to
seeing how we can progress the hospitality
arm of Carmelray!
- Brian Yulo Ng

A trip to Manam Restaurant in Molito, Alabang is one of the rst
R&D activities to engage and inspire our La Kusina kitchen staff
to get a feel of that Manam dining experience that we aspire to
emulate when dining at our very own La Kusina.
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THE MILLS COUNTRY CLUB
EVENTS BULLETIN

“Where We Want to Be”

ON HOLY
WEEK,
THE MILLS
COUNTRY
CLUB IS
CLOSED ON
APRIL 14 &15.
WE WILL
RESUME ON
APRIL 16 WITH
EASTER
CELEBRATION
ON APRIL 17.
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The Next Issue of Carmelray’s Linkages will be in June 2022
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